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1. Dad moved to N.C. in 2001 to be 
near the child?

2. Dad has lived in Hawaii since 2001?
3. Dad still lives in Utah?

What if mom and child have lived in
N.C. only 4 months?



Can this court act in this matter?

Juvenile Code says
� district court has exclusive jurisdiction,
� to hear and determine any tpr motion or 

petition,
� relating to any juvenile who resides in, is 

found in, or is in the custody of a DSS or 
licensed child-placing agency in the district

� when the petition or motion is filed.



(G.S. Ch. 50A)

� Juvenile Code also says 
� TPR statute may not be used to circumvent 

the UCCJEA
� Court must find it would have jurisdiction to 

make a child custody determination under 
G.S. 50A-201, -203, or -204.

� UCCJEA defines “child-custody proceeding” to 
include proceeding to terminate parental 
rights.  



� jurisdiction to enter an initial child-custody 
determination? (50A-201) or

� jurisdiction to modify a child-custody 
determination? (50A-203) or

� temporary emergency jurisdiction? (50A-204)



1. N.C. is child’s home state.
2. Another state waives jurisdiction & N.C. 

has significant connection & substantial 
evidence. 

3. All states with jurisdiction decline to 
exercise it on basis that N.C. is more 
appropriate.

4. No court of any other state would have 
jurisdiction. 



State that exercises jurisdiction properly under 
UCCJEA has exclusive continuing jurisdiction 
unless:

� That state finds (1) child does not have 
substantial connection with the state and (2) 
substantial evidence is not available in the 
state; or

� That state’s or N.C. court determines that no 
party presently resides in the other state.



ONLY IF
N.C. has jurisdiction to make initial child 
custody determination and

1. Other state’s court determines it no longer 
has exclusive continuing jurisdiction or that 
N.C. is more convenient forum; or

2. Court of either state determines that 
neither child, a parent, nor person acting 
as a parent presently resides in that state.



� Not likely to become a factor in a 
termination proceeding

� In regular juvenile proceeding, may 
authorize court to enter nonsecure 
custody order, but not adjudication or 
disposition   



Can this court act in relation to this person?

Requires 
� statutory basis
� notice 
� “fairness” 

Is the “fairness” component satisfied in actions
to terminate rights of an out-of-state parent?



In re Trueman: Minimum contacts required. 
Answer raised issue of lack of personal jurisdiction. 
Trial court denied motion to dismiss. COA reversed.

In re Finnican: Minimum contacts required.
Rule 60 Motion later to set aside tpr. Trial court 
denied. COA reversed.

In re Dixon: Trial court dismissed for lack of personal 
jurisdiction over out-of-state Dad. COA reversed, 
holding minimum contacts not required when child 
illegitimate and Dad had no involvement with child.



� G.S. 50A-201(c): “Physical presence of, 
or personal jurisdiction over, a party or a 
child is not necessary or sufficient to 
make a child-custody determination.”

� Other state courts (e.g., Alaska and 
Wisconsin supreme courts) have held 
that termination proceedings are covered 
by “status” exception to minimum 
contacts requirement.



� Both may be filed by any person with standing
� Both must contain information set out in G.S. 

7B-1104 (contents of petition/motion)
� Both (probably) should have information or 

affidavit required by G.S. 50A-209
� They must be served on (almost) the same 

people
� Same time to respond



� Requires summons
� New file and file 

number
� New appointment of 

counsel and GAL

� Respondent files 
Answer

� Requires notice
� Part of existing 

juvenile case
� Counsel and GAL 

continue unless 
court orders 
otherwise

� Respondent files 
Response



� Petition/summons require Rule 4 service
� Motion/notice: Rule 5 service okay unless

� Person was not served originally with 
summons

� Person was served by publication that did 
not include proper notice 

� Two years have elapsed since “original 
action”

� The court orders Rule 4 service 



� Deliver to party
� Deliver to party’s attorney, leave at 

office with partner or employee, or send 
by confirmed fax

� Mail to party at last known address
� If no address is known, file it with clerk 

of court



(Unpublished)

(citing older published opinions)
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Rule 4(j3)
Service in Foreign Country

� Any internationally agreed method reasonably 
calculated to give notice (such as Hague 
Convention on Service Abroad) or, if not 
prohibited by such an agreement:
� Manner prescribed by law of foreign country
� As directed by foreign authority in response to 

letter rogatory or letter of request
� Personal delivery, mail with receipt, or other 

means directed by court and not prohibited.



� Must look at specific country.
� See U.S. State Department Web Site:

http://travel.state.gov/
� Scroll to end and click “Judicial Assistance”
� Site will have numerous links relating to 

Service Abroad
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1. Be specific and complete
2. Relate to the evidence
3. Avoid reciting evidence
4. Incorporate sparingly if at all
5. Support the ground
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